Welcome to

ALLIN Entertainment
Where We Bring The

Casino To You!
We will provide you with a most memorable
experience, where we bring the more popular
Casino games. Our team at ALLIN
Entertainment will offer an experience of
casino like action. We pride ourselves as not
only entertainers but offer an intuitive
experience as well!
Join us as we will provide games like;
CRAPS – BlackJack – Roulette – Let It Ride,
3Card Poker, Ultimate Hold’em and more
The following pages give a brief explanation of
the games we can offer
CRAPS – Best odds against the Casino
Roulette – A game that requires Luck
3 Card Poker – Best 3 card hand wins
Let It Ride – You decide to Let it Ride
BlackJack – Also know as 21
Ultimate - Texas Hold’em against Dealer
We also will also provide other games like;
Texas Hold’em - Corn Hole, DAGS and more
We hope you enjoy yourselves and have a most
memorable experience.
Our staff and dealers are here to answer any
question, so join in and have a great time as
We Bring the Casino To You!

CRAPS
The most exciting game at any casino!

Gist of the game " Don’t Roll a 7" except on the
“Come Out Roll”
The first roll is called the Come Out Roll, on this
first roll 7 & 11 wins 2,3. & 12 loses. The Come
Out Roll is to establish "The POINT" which puts
the Button On placed on the 4,5,6,,8,9,10. This
becomes your PassLine Bet. Odds can be
placed behind the Passline or Come Bets and
pay better odds. Come Bet You are establishing
your own POINT offering odds payouts.
Once button is ON all Bets are in increments of
$5 except the 6 & 8 which are $6 increments.
Field (2,3,4, 9,10,11,12) Any Craps & HORN Bets
Play great odds but are only one time bets
All bets stay until a 7 is rolled.
Keep in mind the 7 is the easiest number to roll
Next easiest numbers are the 6 & 8 these
numbers Pays $7 on a $6 bet
Next the numbers 5 & 9 Pays $7 on a $5 bet
The more difficult numbers to roll
4 & 10 pays $10 on a $5
Hardways are good bets with great odds
4,6,8,10 (must be in pairs to win)
Any 7, (C)(E) CRAPS, Eleven Don’t Come, Don’t
Pass. not suggested bets.
Come Bet. You are establishing your own POINT
offering odds payouts.
7 everyone loses, except the Come Out where
the 7 or 11 wins
Sound Complicated? CRAPS is not Complicated
let our dealers teach you
How to Win
This game has the best odds against the Casino

Roulette
Straight up luck, like playing Lottery numbers

Roulette is a game of picking numbers,
colors, blocks, etc
One the top casino table games, where
Players bet on where the ball will land.
A pure game of chance,
Roulette has every number from 1 to 36
on the wheel, 0 and 00,
When playing live casino roulette, chips
are placed on,
Whole numbers pays 36-1, Half lines
pays 18-1, Corners pay 9-1
Plus box bets like color, even/odd,
blocks, lines etc pays accordingly.
Time to place bets on your luck numbers

Three Card Poker
Three card poker lets you play against the
dealer, you’ll place an ante bet and be dealt
three cards. After getting a chance to look at
your hand, it’s then up to you to decide
whether you’re going to play or fold, folding
forfeits the ante bet or you can match it with
a play bet for a chance at the odds.
The hand rankings in 3-card are similar to
Texas Hold’em poker but is still a simpler
poker variant.
Dealers can’t play if they don’t have a
Queen-high or better. When this happens,
the play bet will be a push (tie) and your
ante bet will pay

Blackjack or 21

Ultimate Hold’em

Basically drawing cards to not exceed 21 and to
be less than the Dealer.
Everyone is dealt two cards and then gets the
choice to either stand or hit.
Ways to increase odds to win more.
Double Down is to double your stake and give
you just ONE more card before getting closer to
21 then the dealer. Pays double!
Split Pairs, giving you two hands to play!

Ultimate Hold’em is playing Texas Hold’em
against the dealer and betting to odds on
bonus hands
You get dealt 2 cards, With 5 common cards
and 2 dealers cards
Before you see the Flop(1st 3cards)
A good hand should bet 3 or 4 times the Ante
or check
After the Flop betting is 2 times the Ante
After the River (last 2 card) betting is 1 times
the Ante
The Ante & Blind must be in $5 increments
TRIPS is betting on big hands and hitting the
odds. You Need Luck!

Let It Ride!
Let it Ride Poker the player puts three bets
out on the table The player then receives
three cards from the dealer, face down.
The player may examine their cards. The
player may choose to Let It Ride, or take
back one of their bets. After making this
decision the dealer reveals the first
community card. The player again has the
option of taking back a bet, or leaving all
remaining bets on the table. Finally, the last
community card is revealed. At this point
the player wins each bet on the table if
they have made a pair of tens or better. If
the player has a lower hand, all bets lose.
Royal Flush

1000 to 1

Straight Flush

200 to 1

Four of a Kind

50 to 1

Full House

11 to 1

Flush

8 to 1

Straight

5 to 1

Three of a Kind<

3 to 1

Two Pair

2 to 1

Pair (Tens or Better)

1 to 1

Play Bets
Before the Flop
3 or 4 times
After Flop
2 times
On the River
1 times
TRIPS
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Quads
Full House
Flush
Straight
Trips

50 to 1
40 to 1
30 to 1
8 to 1
7 to 1
4 to 1
3 to 1
BLINDS

Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Quads
Full House
Flush
Straight
Other hand

500 to 1
50 to 1
10 to 1
3 to 1
3 to 2
1 to 1
Push

it is time to

SHUFFLE UP & DEAL
At Casino To You we strive to make sure
everyone has memorable experience.
As you venture through our casino
entertainment venue, we want everyone to
have a chance to be a winner!
As you take a seat our dealers will give you a
raffle ticket. Put you name and number on the
ticket and drop it in the container.
As the event is winding down when you cash in
your chips you receive one ticket for every 100
dollars in chips. Tickets will be placed in the
container with all the other tickets.
The drawing will be held as tickets are drawn
you can claim your prize!
Only one prize per players is awarded if one of
your tickets is drawn again, you will have the
option to give up your first prize and take the
new prize or keep the original prize.
We hope you enjoy your time with us as we
will provide a fun, exciting, & intuitive
experience!

Resources
Visit our website
www.casinotoyou.com/games
for more detailed descriptions of the games
we have to offer.
Learn to play many of the casino games at
www.wizardofodds.com
Wizard of Odds offers a most interactive
source of all casino games.
Casino To You is brought to you by

ALLIN Entertainment

Where We Bring The

Casino To You
207-650-9977
pitboss@casinotoyou.com

